AIDS as immune system activation. II. The panergic imnesia hypothesis.
A hypothesis is presented in which HIV infection leads to immunodeficiency through indirect subversion of critical T cell regulatory mechanisms. Acting at the T cell receptor complex (TCR), viral components (gp120) mimic the natural ligands of CD4, molecules of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC), and deliver physiologically active, inappropriate signals resulting in generalized, uncontrolled lymphocyte activation, or "panergy." Clinical manifestations of panergy include autoimmune phenomena, lymphadenopathy, hyperglobulinemia, and symptoms mediated by lymphokines. Immunologic unresponsiveness occurs early in HIV infection prior to T cell depletion because activated cells do not respond to further stimulation. Ultimately, activation disrupts T cell homeostasis by interference with the generation of memory cells ("imnesia") and leads to net T cell loss, clonal deletion, and the development of AIDS. The clinical and immunologic features of HIV disease and AIDS are reviewed from this perspective. This hypothesis is consistent with the paucity of infected T cells, the clinical findings of both AIDS-related complex (ARC) and frank AIDS, the prolonged "incubation period," and a role for antigen-specific cofactors. Based on this view of HIV pathophysiology, therapeutic modalities should avoid immune stimulation and seek to block aberrant gp120 signals at CD4 and eliminate HIV-infected cells.